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Long ago, there was a goddess who put all the elements of the universe together and created a special
power that, under certain circumstances, could either save the universe or destroy it. The power selects
its user, just like all things magical. The user passes its power through the generations, until one
day...when it gets passed down to a hybrid. How will she handle the magnificent power? And how will
she react when she finds that there are others just like her scattered throughout the universe?
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1 - Prolouge: Magnificent Powers are Created

Long ago, when the world was young...

A goddess took all the elements of the universe: water, earth, fire, air, storm, lightning, darkness, shine,
and soul; fused them together and created a magnificent power. This power
was very special, in that all who had The Gift would be able to control the elements passed down to
them throughout generations upon generations. With it, they could command the most
ferocious firepower, winds that tore like tornados and much worse, the light of the heavens that could
strike down anyone whom they disliked, brighten the darkest places, including one's
corrupt soul; and even save all life on one single planet, or the whole universe itself.

This power, though it could be used for good, could also become corrupt at any moment in the person's
history. The power could contort itself into an evil shadow that even the most strongest
healers wouldn't be able to do anything to save the said person, thus leading the person to become
completely posessed by and even controlled by The Shaderow. If this were to happen, all life
as anyone ever knew it would be in grave danger...

This power?

...

....Its called...Manipulation.

Manipulators are the Heart of all things living in the universe, whether they be trees, fish, human, Irken,
or even Arentrian. They are the Keys to everyone staying safe & well...

...But, what if there were to happen a case where even the most powerful Manipulator was faced with
choosing to save either themselves, their friends & family, or everyone in the entire universe?
And what if that last choice would save the very thing that they were trying to destroy in the first place?
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